Wine & Wreaths - Wreath Price Sheet
Wreath

Includes

Cost/Person

Basic Burlap with Letter

14" frame, burlap, letter (custom color), and bow

$35/person

Colored Burlap with Letter

14" frame, one colored burlap. large white letter,
accent ribbon and bow

$40/person

Deluxe Burlap with Letter

14" frame, brown burlap, two accent colors, lg
letter and bow

$45/person

Tri-color Mesh with Letter

12" frame, three colors of solid deco mesh,
three patterns of accent ribbon and lg white
letter

$40/person

Multi-color Mesh with Letter

12" frame, five colors of solid deco mesh, three
patterns of accent ribbon and lg white letter

$45/person

Team Tri-Color-Mesh

12" frame, three colors of solid deco mesh,
three patterns of accent ribbon and team logo

$45/person

Mesh Flower Wreath

12" frame, single color poly mesh for petals,
green poly mesh for leaves and brown poly
mesh for center

$45/person

Fall Burlap Scarecrow

14" frame, brown burlap, straw hat, stuffed
flannel shirt, bow

$50/person

Patterned Holiday Mesh

14" frame, patterned holiday mesh, two accent
ribbons, acecnt mesh tubing, ornaments, and
sm red letter

$45/person

Deluxe Holiday Burlap Mesh Wreath

14" frame, burlap poly mesh, three accent
ribbons, holiday sign

$50/person

Seasonal Colored Burlap Wreath with Pine

14" frame, colored burlap (red, gray or black),
large pine spray, bow and lg wood letter

$45/person

Deluxe Holiday Patterned Mesh with Sign

14" frame, patterened holiday mesh, three
accent ribbons, large sign

$50/person

Two-color Burlap Wreath with Lg Sign

14" frame, two colors of burlap, large sign and
bow

$45/person

18" frame, burlap mesh, three accent ribbons
Large Holiday Burlap Mesh Wreath with Lg Sign and large sign

$50/person

Deluxe Character Holiday Wreath

14" frame, one solid color mesh, three accent
ribbons, character parts (head and arms/legs)

$50/person

Professional Sports Team Mesh Wreath

14" frame, one solid color deco mesh, one
accent color deco mesh, three patterns of
ribbon, professional logo and sport ball accent

$45/person

Professional Sports Team Burlap Wreath

14" frame, solid color burlap, accent ribbon,
bow, team logo and sport ball accent

$45/person

Fundraiser Team Mesh Wreath

14" frame, two solid colors of deco mesh, three
accent ribbons, up to three small wood letters

$45/person

Grapevine Wreath with Ribbon

18" grapevine wreath, three patterns of accent
ribbon, sign

$45/person

Grainwell Sign Grapevine Wreath with Ribbon

18" grapevine wreath, three patterns of accent
ribbon, Grainwell state sign

$50/person

Two-Part Seasonal Burlap Wreath

12" and 14" frame, solid color burlap, seasonal
accent (hat, ears, etc.), accent bow

$45/person

